PHYSICS DEPARTMENT COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
2013-2014

1) Undergraduate Matters

Departmental Representative: Tully
Seniors: Sondhi*, Groth, Hasan
Juniors: Shaevitz*, Gregor, Lieb, Jones (S)
Advanced Placement Officer: Bernevig
Recruitment Officer: Meyers
GRE Prep: Gubser

2) Graduate Matters

Director of Graduate Studies: Verlinde
Graduate Admission Chair: Staggs
Prelims Chair: Steinhardt
Generals Experiment: Happer

Prelims: Austin, Romalis, Aizenman, Pufu (S)
Admissions: Bakr, Bialek, Galbiati, Giombi, Lisanti, McDonald, Olsen, Petta, Polyakov
Core Curriculum: Verlinde, Page, plus those teaching core graduate courses

3) Colloquia, Endowed Lectures, and Outreach:

Klebanov(F*) and Yazdani(S*)

4) Infrastructure and Personnel:

Search Officer: Gubser
Personnel Committee: Page*, Gettelfinger, Marlow (S), Petta
Computing/Web Committee: Page (F*), Marlow (S), Pretorius (S*), Gupta
Safety Committee: Gettelfinger*, Austin, Jarosik
Shops & Infrastructure: Page*, Gettelfinger, Jarosik

*Committee chair (F* for Fall & S* for Spring)
F and S are for fall and spring of an otherwise full year committee.